
CUTTING
Cut hat pieces from fabrics as indicated on list of
pattern pieces. Cut crown lining pieces with slightly
narrower seam allowances.

SEWING
Seams: Stitch seams with straight stitch. Topstitch
seams close to edge. Sew rolled hem on rose piece
with serger or with narrow, short zigzag.
Preparation: Cut interfacings for brim pieces and
iron them onto pieces. If the fabric is light-weight,
interface all hat pieces.
Joining: Stitch crown exterior panels together first
in groups of three and topstitch seams. Then stitch
the two crown halves together and topstitch seams.
Stitch crown lining panels together in the same way
without topstitching and leave small opening for
turning hat right side out. Press lining seams open.
Stitch ends of both brim exterior and brim lining
pieces together to form two closed loops. Stitch
outer edges of brim panels together, right sides
facing, trim seam allowances and turn brim right
side out. Topstitch around outer edge of brim.
Stitch brim to lower edge of crown exterior, right
sides together. Place and pin crown exterior and
lining within one another, right sides together and
with brim in between sections, and stitch lining to
exterior. Turn hat right side out, fold seam allowances
toward crown and topstitch seam. Close opening
on lining.
Rose embellishment: Finish all edges of rose piece
with rolled hem. Sew gathering stitches along curved
edge of piece and gather edge into tight folds. Roll
gathered piece up into rose shape, securing it at
bottom edge with small hand-stitches as you roll it
up. Attach rose to brim by hand-stitching as shown
in design sketch.

GIRL’S HAT          50-52-54-56 cm (head circumference) 
Pictured in OTTOBRE design®
3/2006, pages 58-59.

PATTERN PIECES          cut

printed madras
cotton cotton

1 crown panel 6 6
2 a+b brim 2 -
3 rose - 1

MATERIALS
- 20 cm printed cotton fabric
  for exterior
- 15 cm madras cotton fabric
  for lining and rose embellishment
- 30 cm interfacing, Vlieseline H 180
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TARKISTUSRUUTU
CONTROL SQUARE
KONTROLLRUTA
KONTROLLFELD
CONTROLEVELD
5 cm x 5 cm

CONTROL SQUARE
2 inches x 2 inches
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